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1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the reasons why bldrons are interesting is that their properties (decays, mix- 
ing, CP violation) help determine the least well-known elerneots of the Cabibbo-Kobayash- 
Maskawn (Cl(M) matrix. (For a review of tbe CKM matrix. see Ref. I.) Leptonic and 
sernileptooic B-meson decay amplitudes are p~oporlional to the CKM matrix elements I/.6 
or V,.,. Through top-quark box diagrams, fI:-i$ mixing is sensitive to V,,. where q denotes 
a d or an s quark. In each case, however, t,br stn~~dar&morleI expression for the (di17erentixl) 
decay rate follows the pattern 

( ~zz~:~~) = [E::] (E) (:rr:) (1.1) 

The known factors consist of well-known coostanfs and experimentally me~erable quantities 
such as masses and kinematic variables. But, as a wle, tbe QCD factor is nonperturbativc 
and cannot be deduced from other experimeots. Therefore, to extract the CKM factor from 
the measurement ooe znwt have reliable theoretical calculations in nonperturbative QCD. 

The only systematic, first-principles xpproacb to nonperturbative QCD is the formu- 
lation oo the lattice.2 Tbe most promising cnlculatiooal method has proven to be large-scale 
numerical computations. Much like an experimentalist, a lattice theorist mast contend with 
statistical and systematic errors in numerical dat,a. Ilence, the reliability of the calculation 
boils down to the care and control of the nnrcrtninties. Only recently, bowever, have metb- 
ods and machines become powerful enough to produce reasonably reliable estimates for the 
quantities needed to pin down standard-model parnmeters. Altbougb this report focuses on 
E physics, a recent review is more geuerat.:’ 

How does lattice QCD compare to ol,lner I,hroreticirt approaches to properties of b 
hadrons? The maio streogtb qf lat,tice QCD is t.bat it is QCD. Given enough computing 
resources tbe numerical results are derived from tbr first principles ol the path integral, the 
renormalization group and the QCD Lagrangiao. Thrrc are only n, + 1 free parameters, 
corresponding to quark masses and the gaugr coupling. Once these are fixed by experiment, 
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using meson ma.wes to fix the quark masses and the IF-IS splitting ofquarkonium’ Am,p-,s 
to fix Aqc”, there are no more adjustable parameters. By contrast, both QCD sum rules and 
etTectiv0 field theories introduce additional par;llneters~~c”ndensates or coupling coostnnts, 
respectively, which are not calculable in a self-consistent fashion. 

Of course, numerical lattice QCD is not omnipotent. Computational physicu is more 
labor intensive than theoretical physics, though less so than experimental physics. lo ltrc 
case of lattice QCD, the field is just starting to mature. Other aspects of the owneri- 
cal tecllnirloe~inlagirllry time ad the finite volume~~make some calculations less feasible. 
Nevertheless, the origins of the uncertainties in the numerical calculations are conceptually 
understood. I” B physics results for leptonic and semileptonic decays and neutral-meson 
mixing are limited only by computer and homao resources. But by the end of the decade 
the uncertainty io the: QCD factor of eq. (1.1) for lhcse mcasurrrrcuts should Le less thao or 
comparable to the experimeotal uncertainties. 

For the time being, one must live with something called the “quenched approxima- 
tion” (cf. sect. Z), if other errors are to be brought under control. The quenched approxima- 
tion is easy to describe: it omits the vacuum polwization of the quarks. For heavy quarks 
(c, h, t) this is probably tolerable, becnnsc their YXIIIIIII polarizntiou is short~distnncc, and 
hence mostly pcrturbative. Similarly, one ought to be able: to compensate for short-distance, 
light~quark (u, d, s) VXII~III polarization Loog~distance effects of tigbt quarks is IIR&L. to 
characterize. NevertLeless, the quenched approximation can be hoped to provide a useful 
pheo”o~er~“t”gy, Lecause it embodies owre of QCD than, say, the naive quark mod& do. 
Rut, as with an cmpiricd model, presuming predictions ill one arena after succrss io another 
may be subject to trial and “rror. 

This paper is organized as follows: Elecause of the importance of the uocertilinty esti- 
mates sect. 2 reviews some of the theoretical foundation nod the origin of systematic errors 
in the numerical calcetatioos. To itlostr-ate thr advirutnges of a system&c approach, recent 
calculations of tight hadron ~uasses* ,aod decay constants” are b&fly discussed in sect. 3. The 
emphasis of sect. 4 is on properties of the U mesorl~leptonic (sect. 4.1) and semiteptonic 
(sect. 4.2) decays and neutral-meson nhing (sect. 4.3)~--for wl I 11c I reliable QCD calcutatians 
will be avaitahle withio the next few years. Prospects for studying n”nlept”“ic decays are 
discussed in sect. 4.4, and results on t,he R mcsoo wave function are mentioned in sect., 4.5. 
Suet. 5 shows how R combinirtion of experimeotnl Illeas,lrelnellts and the lattice QCD c&xla- 
tions discussed in sect. 4 cao Le asscmblcd to dctenoioc the sides “1 the celebratrd uoitarity 
triangle. Together with the assomptioo of J-generation ooitarity (i.e., the uoitarity polygon 
is i&cd a triangle), the three sides yield tht: angles 0, 0, and 7 dcscrilling CP asymmetries. 

2. THEORETICAL AND NUMERICAL BASICS 

According to Feyrmran, vacuum eupcctation VRIWS ciw br represented as a path 
integral. In field ttxory, a oratheoraticxlly sound definition starts witL n lattice of fioitc 
votume, depicted in Fig. I. For QCD tl 1c degm!s of freedon, are glrlons /q(z) (-” is a color 
index), quarks +;(z) ( i is an index for spin, color, and Ilavor), awl anti-quarks &(z). Then 
ao expectation value is giveu by 

(.) = pir <IA”,(r) fl d&(r) fl d&(x) . e-s’n’*‘il, (2.1) 
I,i I,i 

‘This quanlit~y il espccinlly imellsil~i”e to ,.l,e c,,,nrk “l&SBC8. 

Figure 1: The finite lattice consists of a discrcte set of points z separated by lattice spacing 
a. If the number of poiots on each side is N. the linear size of the finite volume is L = Na. 
Usually “oe “se6 periodic boundary conditions, which would ideotiiy the white sites at lhe 
top (ix right) with the sites at the Lotlo~n (inr Ieit). 

where S is (a lattice version oi) the QCD xlioo ‘I‘hr narmalizatioo factor ZL,. is defined 
so that (I) = I for each I, and R, 

As au applic;rti”n of eq (Z.!), Ict 6 drnotc ;w opwator with well-specified quantum 
nombcrs, built out of A;, +;, awl +,, and conskIm 

(Ok’) = (qQe-“WlO). (2.21 

Note tLnt the evolution is through imaginary timr (I:-” instead “i c’“‘), which makes the 
integral in erl. (2.1) converge better (weight ems illstead “i G). Iouerting complete sets “I 
states 

(Q(f)4qO)) = y(ol&)J* ce.1 ‘“K ’ I(nliIt)(zE-~‘~, (2.3) 

where En is the eoergy of the n-th state. For lug<! coongh 2 the lowest-tying state dominates, 
so its energy E:, can be read “17 irom the exponential iall-off. If 0 has the quantum numbers 
oi a B meson at rest, then EL = rn~. By R similar approach, one can determine matrix 
elements. Substituting a current J ior a in ccl. (2.2) yields 

(J(o#J(O)) ‘“E ’ (a~~~l)(l~~+~n)r-“‘~, (2.4) 

ior !arge t. Once E, iud (l16tlO) I t 1 inw xc II detwrni~wd from eq (2.3), eq. (2.4) yields 
(OlJIl). If .I is the charged weak current awl @ again Las the quantum oumbars “i a D 
meson at rest, (al&) ” , ] t’ 15 no nor tonal to JH, cf. SPct. 4.1. In an obvious jargoo, eqs. (2.2) 
and (2.4) are called two-point functions. For nnul.rix elements with hadroos in the final state 
too, one calculates a three-point function 

(o,(t,)J(t,)aj(o)) ‘“‘“‘,“,” (Ol~,IJ,)(J,l.ili,)(ill~~/O)e-E~~’~-E.~f~, (2.5) 

to obtain (f,ljli,). Matrix element of this kind are uecded for semiteptonic iorm factors and 
neutral-meson mixing. 



No,,perturbative calcr,lntior~s of eqs. (2.2), (2.4). md (X5) artually yield n,a~~es and 
matrix cle~nerrt~ in “tnt.ticc units,” c.g. nm8 u~tlwr than mg.’ Physical resulls are obtained 
by extrapolating dimwsio”less ratios. For exannplr~, 

JB -=& lirrr rrJdL,n) 
mg 0-t” .nrlJ(L,n) 

L = iv” ,iWl, 

Fortonatety, both limits are constrained by tbeoxtical considerations. The infinite-volume 
limit L i m must cor~hurrn with general properties of massive quantum field theories in a 
finite voI”me.~ In QCD the pullem of approach to the contin”“m limit n-to ran he l,= No 8”d 
deduced from perturbation theory, beca”sr of asyrnptotir freedom 

Rm~ilinr runits of MeV are restored by “sing a standard mass in the denominator 
of eq (2.6) and setting it to its physical value. Owing to the renormalization group, this 
equivalent to eliminating the bare galgr coupling, ow of the frer parameters oi QCD. Rather 
ttrnn mu, as indicated in eq (Z.(i), typical choices are m, or the IP-1S splittiog oiquarkoninm 
ArnIp.Is. ‘The latter is esper:iatly iwrositivr to the qwrk ma~:s, i.e. the other parameters 
of QCD. The qwrk masses are also paramrtes tlmt m,,st be set by experimental input. For 
examl~le, rn~ is fixed by truring mr/Am,p~.,s to its physical value. 

Eq (2.1) makes an explicit rnatbemat.ic:;d analogy between quantum field theory and 
stirtist.iral mechanics. Starting from eq (2. I ), Lt~err:fore, a wide variety of nonperturba- 
tive techniques from statisticirl physics can bc applied to field theory. For QCD the most 
pronlising has prove” to Ibe a nwnerical metho& First CL and I, are fixed. Then tire teft-hand- 
sides ole,,s. (2.2), (2.4), nnd (2.r) ._ r nrr rrmr y illt,egrals ol il finite. thongh bnge, dimension II 
- (L/n)’ x 4 x 8. In prxtice, available memory in t,l,e b,rgest sllpercomputers limits the 
dimcnsiou to 1O’~~lO’“. The only practical way to evaluate int,egrals of wch high dimension 
is Moote Carlo integration with importance sitmpling, almost always with weight ems, Then 
the whole proced”rr is repeated for a SP~II~IICP ol a’s holding L = Na fixed, and for sequences 
of 1,‘s holding II fixed 

Thcrc are two ways to red”cc thr st,ntistical crvors. One is to carry out lorrger Mo”te 
Carlo r,,r,s. This p”ts a premiurl on computer speed The otbor is to choose the largely 
arbitrary oprrator @, above, to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio of the two and three-point 
functions. This p”ts a premium on computer programmability. From eq. (2.fi) it is clear 
tbet ttw statistical errors m”st he ,mder control if sewibt e extrapolations in (1 and L are to 
be Imade. 

There are also two ways to take the contin”rlm limit, and, hence, to control finite 
lattice-spacing errors. One is by brute force, making a smaller and smaller, “sing a simple 
Corn, of the action S. The other way, wbicb should save computer time, is to improve 
the arwrncy of the lattice action. This is the generalization to field theory of methods 
funiliar from thr mlwerical sohltion of diflerrntiat equations. In the past, statistical errors 
were often too large to “otice any practical improvement from this theoretical improvement, 
Now, bowever, therr we several examples, and one sbo”kt expect “improved actions” to play 
an important role in B physics. 

For complicated technical reasons the most time-consuming part of the nmnerical 
ralc”lations involve treating the light quarks. The physical root of these problems is the Pauli 
priuriplr: a fermion over here &ays “knows” something about a fermion way over there. 
It t”rns out that one can save B factor of lo’-IO3 in computer time by neglecting the back 
reaction of quarks on the gl”ons. As mentioned in the t”trod”ction, this amounts toomitting 
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Figure 2: (a) A meson consisting of valence q”nrks (lines) interacting with the glue (gray 
shading); tbis quark-tine topology is kept ill the quenched approximation. (b) Same as (a) 
but with some sea quarks; this topology is omitted in the quenched approximation. (c) A 
flavor-singlet topology kept in the quenched approximation. (d) Flavor-singlet topologies 
omitted in the q”encbed approximation; s”ch diagrams gewrirte the q’ mass. 

vacuum polarization while treating the interaction between the ~atence qurks and tbe gluons 
exactly. This approximation is therefore sometimes called the valence approximation. More 
often it is called the quenched approximation (calling on an technical analogy to condensed 
matter physics). Fig. 2 illustrates examples of qwrk-flow diagrams that are kept (a, c) or 
omitted (h, d) in the quenched approximatio”. In particular, the quenched approximation 
spoils the mechanism generating the mass of the ?I’, with consequences that could afTect 
other masse8 through self-energy interactions.’ 

Another way to assess the q~renched approximation is at tbe quark-gtuon level. As 
sbowo in Fig. 3, the gauge coupling runs too quickly ill the que~bed approximation. In 
qr~encbed QCD one eflectively adjuts the q”encbed ga”ge coupling (dotted line in Fig. 3) 
at the cutoff, so that it agrees witb the real coupling (solid line in Fig. 3) at the scale of the 
physics (denoted ,dph in Fig. 3). If the quenched approximation is at all successful, many 
quantities with typical scale ,+,h sboald be verifiable. On the other hand, one need not expect 
quantities with a typical scale rather different from ,‘ph to be verified. Usually this consider- 
ation is merely heuristic. For nonrelativistic systems, i.e. the + and T families, the two-body 
wave function provides the probability of each scale, so one can account quantitatively for 
the effects of the dillerence between the two curves.8 

To conclude this section, let IIS offer a handful of qwstions the nonexpert should keep 
in mind when appraising lattice QCD calculations: 

1. Are the statistical errors small enough to understand anything? 

2. Is the lattice spacing large eno”gb? Or, even better, have lattice-spacing errors been 
extrapolated away? 

3. Is the physical v&me large enough? Or, even better, have finite-volume errors been 
extrapolated away? 
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Figure iI: .Skrt~ch of 111~ gmbgr mupliug iu ~p~~wl~~~l itnd “hill” (~(:I). ‘7%~ flavor~~le~rcr~rle~~se 
oi tbr li-ruw-l~iw ux.lli<%ul. b, = I I - Yu,/ZI illl1alh.s t,l~i~t 1,111, I-oupliug ini the qws~h~d 
(nf = 0) crlw rwls 1twm cluirkly ial, slwrl, dist.i\llv<x 

4. llavr the qmwk wassw bmv a~ljusl~wl Iwwis<,ly ~w~uyl~‘! 

5. Is the qIwwhfd aI,lll~,xillint,itrll :~~~~I~t~i~blr’! 

With a little luck the lattice mavtw will nlways mswr, “At the z% level, yes.” 

3. LIGHT HADRON SPECTRUM 

One of the original goals of Iattic<! QCI) nwh n first. lwinriples calculation of the light 
hadron nmss qxctruw A rurent paper’ employilng t,hv qw~~ch~d approximation reports a 
significant step towarda that goal. Using the CF.1 I, a special Inwpose computer designed at 
IBM,” Weingarten, ct al, have evaluated tlw Imt,l~ iut.vgraI at, t,hrw VRIUPS of a (and fixed L) 
and, at the coarsest lattice spacing, three YRIUPS al L. \Vil,h ru,, l,o ronvert from lattice units 
to MeV (cf. eq. (2.6)) and m, and ,RK to ret the light md srrmge r,wk masses, their results 
for two vector mesons and six baryons are sunmarizrd iu Fig. 4. Thr error bars represent 
tbc authors’ estimatesof the accumulated uwxrt;liutirs 1. to,,, all so\xr~vs wept the quenched 
approximation. 

The agreement between these quenrhed QCD wsul1~s an<1 nxl,ure is tantalizing. 
Experts3, lo. ‘1 in the field might quibble al mut mw d&A of llw ianalysis, but they cannot 
deny that such B systematic attack on the errors is basically souwl. A “bot,tom-line” example 
is the ratio m~/m,, which without extrapolation is too larg~.‘~I hrt,rr extrapolation, however, 
this ratio agrees to an accuracy much better than the quoted Iwccisioll. Moreover, there are 
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Figure 4: Spectrum and decay constants of Lbe light badrons. Error bars are from lattice 
calculations in the quenched approxirnation,~~ 5 awl + denotes experiment. 

some nontrivial cross-checks: The value of Al:: (= A ~60 m t le “lattice” scheme with n, = 0 I 
active flavors) agrees witb the V&Z obtirined ill lattice QCD studies of charmoniu~n.8~ 12 
In charmonir~m, bowever, it is possible to correct ior the quenched approximation, because 
most of tbe error comes lrom short distances. The same calculations8 obtain a value of A& 
that agrees with deep, inelastic scattering and othf,r bigll-energy processes. 

Fig. 4 also shows results for the n and I,’ decay coust,ants.5 We have converted the 
results to the convention of eq. (4.Z), h e ow, in whicb /, = 131 MeV. The relative uncertain- I 
ties are larger than for the mass ratios. I3ecaux t,hr decay constants are more sensitive to 
short distances, one might bqx that. t,lw ralio I/< Jf* wxld be less sensitive to the errors of 
the quenched approximation. Unfortunately, t,he n~w~erical results do not support this idea. 

4. B-PHYSICS 

In condrirst to the Ii&t h&011 physics disrussed above, the lattice-spacing nnd finite 
volume dependence of B mwon propertips has not pet been tborooghly investigated An 
exception t,o t.his rule is t,hr study of t,lw dpray const~ant~ in t,he theoreticnlly intererling limit 
of an infmitrly beavy (, quark. ‘3 ‘4 This limit is oft.en called the static limit, because the 
heavy quark is anchored in one place. It swms. howver, t,bat the l/ma correction to the 
decay co~~t.ant is large, so that these wsult.s are not, direct.ly applicable to phenomenology. 

The dynamics of a hadrou wit,h ow Iheavy quark is surprisingly simple, bccw~c t,be 
energy scalp associat.rd wihi tbr heavy quark mass drcoul>lrs. For t,his reason, it is possible 
t,o treat a heavy quark 01, the lattice, 1s IC 1: eve,, wIlei, ~Il”ll - 1. 
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In this section, subsection titles indicate the product of CKM matrix element and A remarkable feature of Ref. 18 is that the oumber of systematic uncertainties quoted equals 
R-meson property, where appropriate. the number of authors. 

4.1 Leptonic Decays: f~IVub( 

The leptanic width of the charged B meson is given by 

In ratios many of the errors cancel, because of statistical and systematic correlations. 
The result from Ref. 18 

m = rs = A! = lb!2 = 0.00 * 5%. 
ID. fs. fo JD. 

(4.4) 

r[B --t I”] = Gyp9.“, 1 
2 ( )I 1 - z /.$w. (4.1) 

Eq (4.1) is a concrete example of eq. (1.1). The numerical value of the bracket is well 
known, although the electromagnetic rxdiative correction 9 (,I, is rmcertain at the 0.1% level. 
To determine IVua[ through a mensoremeot’ of a leptonic decay, OILC “lost first koow the 
decay constant f~. defined by 

W~~^isbl~~(~)) = ids (4.2) 

with the normalization convention (B-(9)lB-(p)) = 2/?~(2n)~N(p - 9). 
The ta*poiot function in eq. (4.2) [cf. cq. (2.4)/ IS one of the most straightl”rward 

of lat,tice QCO calculations. A recent prelxint,l8 for example, finds 

~~=187(10)~12i32~15MeV, 

Je, =207( !I)+ lOf32f22 MeV, 

f~ = 208( 9) f 11 f 33 f 12 MeV, 
(4.31 

JD, = 230( 8) f 10 * 28 i 18 MeV. 

The rmcertaioty in parentheses is statistical; the otbers are systematic. From left to right, 
they are due to the following sources: 

Fitting, irrterpolatioo, and extrapolation. The 1 depeodence of the numerical twwpoint 
functions is.fit to eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) once the lowest~lying pseudoscalar has been is- 
l&cd. The mass of the heavy quark is adjusted by interpolating to ~16 or me; the mass 
of t,he light quark is adjusted by extrapolating to (m., + md)/2 or m,. These could be 
reduced somewhat ill concert with a reduction iu the statistical error. 

Large rnb elfectctr. Two l/ms contributions modify the static limit, the kinetic energy 
and a chromomagnetic iE. B term Owing to lattice artifacts in the standard lattice 
action, the quark mass is tuned so that the kinetic energy has the correct strength, the 
cbrom”mngr,etic term is to” weak. ‘7 ‘0 This cook1 be reduced with an improved action, 
as dooe in Ref. 20. The resr~lts wit,11 the improved action agree extremely well with 
eq. (4.3), especially when one comparer fp/J” from both.ls~ 10 

Uncertninty in the con~er-sio” from lattice units to MeV. As in Ref. 5, it turns out 
that (nfr/emp)~.,, 18 # (,fn/m,)..,,,. This could be an artifact either of no”-zero lattice 
q>aciog or of finite ~“Iume, but these possibilities are unlikely because Ref. 18 agrees 
with Ref. 5, which extrapolates these two eflects away. Another culprit could be the 
quenched approximation, which is, p&haps, more likely. 

ie easy to remember. II Jo, were experimentally determined to 5%, eq. (4.4) would perhaps 
be more relevant than eq. (4.3). 

The uncertainty estimates do not explicitly include quenched, finite-volume. or non- 
zero lattice spacing errors. As indicated above, however, some of these errors are implicitly 
included in the estimates quoted From the studies of the static limitl3,” one expects the 
volume dependence to be insignificant once the volume is “large enough.” The lattice-spacing 
dependence, on the other hand, is surprisingly large. 

The results shown in eq. (4.3) may disagree with previous lattice calculations. Some 
older results were higher. quoting values larger thwl 300 MeV for fs. Such numbers came 
typically from early calculations in the static limit, neglecting the dependence on the heavy 
qurk mass. In addition, the early studies were at luger lattice spacings and often used 
operators that were onsucce~sftd in isolating the lowest-lying states. Other older results 
were lower. These results typically started with heavy qoark that were relatively light, 
and extrapolated. Tkese extrapolations were done using an incorrect normalization of the 
current. The correct normalization is now understood”, ID and Ref. 18, for example, ues it. 
The difference is most noticeable on coarse lattices; the impact oi the correct norioalization 
and an associated mass shiit 17 I* is show in Fig. 5, using numerical data from Ref. 21. 

4-e Sendeptonic Decnys: Af+D’(q*)lKal nnd Af”($)lV,,l 

TIE rates of scmileptooic decays exceed those oi pure leptonic decays, because they 
do not suffer from helicity suppression. They therefore lend themselves particularly well 
to the determination of elements oi the CKM matrix. The rates are measurable and the 
reliability oi theoretical calcrdatioos is bet& than for nonleptonic decays (sect. 4.4). For 
example, the best determiontion oi /l&l comes from Ii --t nlu. and the best determination 
of IV,,1 ccnnes from B --t D’lu. 

we shall focus on mesons, because tbcy are easier than baryons to study, both exper- 
imentally and theoretically. A generic semileptouic decay can be denoted A --t Xiv, where 
A is a Ravared meson. The process is depicted in Fig. 6. The differential decay rate follows 
the “attern of eq. (1.1): #II‘ 

-=[ I dq2 & ll+hzwi~12, A 
when X is a pseudoscnlar meson, and 

Ill- - = E IA,(~*)121K,12, 
,191 I 1 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

when X is a vector meson In eqs. (4.5) and (4.(i), q1 is the invariant mass oi the virtual W 

10 < 92 5 A. = (mA - mx)l], V., is the element of the CKM matrix associated with the 
quark-W vertex in Fig. 6, and h = ( rn% + m$ - $)l - 4nz:m$. For brevity and a reason 
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Figure 5: Putative calcd;ttions of+p = J;;;;l;, whcrc /‘denotes a heavy-light pseudoscalar 
nwson, as a function of (inverse) mass. The squares denote an incorrect current nwrnaliz~r- 
tioo, which systematically nnder~~stimates $p. The circlrs LISP a currrnt normaliantion and 
mass definition derived in Ref. 17. The cwves indicate the large mass behavior in each c&x. 

explained b<4”W, eq. (4.6) IS “‘did only for 92 near q;>... The form factors f+ and A, are 
defined by hadronic matrix ehnrnt of the V - A current 

.I,. = ?-(<,(I -x)0 (4.7) 

turoi~jg (lavor ri into flavor 2. When X is a psf:udoscalar meson 

(A’IJ,sIA) = /+(9*)(1)+ ~‘),a + f-(9%- P’L (4.8) 

where p (7’0 is the initial (final) state ~nieson’~ momentum and q = I>-71’ = pr +p”. Similarly, 
when X is il vector meson there are four independent form factors: 

(W,.IA) = 4 [ ;yT7z: V(q’) - 6,.i(mr + mx)A,(9’) 

+ (P + P’LPA ml + mX A,(97 - 2mx(7’9; “)“” A(9)] , 

14.91 

180 

where r; is the polarization vector of the final-state meson. The form factors f- and A do 
not appear in the expressions for the differential decay rates because tbe lepton mass has 
been neglected; Al and V do not appear for 9’ near 9;,.. because they are suppressed by a 
higher power of A. 

Table 1: Semi-leptonic decays and the CKM mntrix elements they determine. For brevity 
only pseudoacalar final states UC listed; vector final states are p, Ii- and u’, as app’op’iate. 

A+X v., COMMENT 
Ii + m V., calibrate quenched approximation 
D + r V,, uncertainty in IV,,1 domin&xl first by llll(D + nlu), then by J+ 
D + Ii V,, uncertainty in IV,,1 dominated by J+ 
B + D V,a test/compute corrections to heavy quark limit 
B-b?7 V”b p final state more whd; cf. text 

Table 1 lists a variety if semiluptonic decays and their utility in cithcr testing namer- 
ical lattice QCD methods or extracting CKM mat,rix elements. For L3 decay* two entries nre 
of note, depending on whether the quark-level &cay is b--t c or b + 1,. 

For B --t Df” both the charm and bottom quarks are reasonably heavy and one can 
apply heavy-quark symmetry. The kinematic endpoint ,,i,,:,., = (mu - muc.,)1 is especially 
interesting, because then one cau determine tbe B + D’/I, difPwzntial decay rate up to 
corrections of orderzz~ 73 I/m&.. A similar analysis shows t.hat the lending correction to the 
B + D/v differential decay rate is 0( l/ma). For ,,I < ,,z,., the corrections are O(l/mD,.,) loor 
both fillal states. Using estimates from QCD : win ruks for thr l/m& and ljnr~ corrections 
to A,(&) enables one to limit the thcorrtical unrwt,n,inty ou \Vccl to 4%. It scents unlikely 
that lattice QCO can improve on this bottom lirw wy time soon, although verilication of 
the QCD sum rule calculations would br import;nlt. Arlother contribution tint lnttice QCD 
can make is a ~noclal-i~~~le~,e~~~l~~~t detenninatiol> of tlw 9’ dcpcnde~~e. Tllis would assist 
the extrapolation of the expcrimcxltal data towards tlx statistics-poor endpoint, possibly 
reducing the overall uncertainty on IV‘al. Exploratory results ill this direction have appeared 
rece”tly.2’. 25 

Lattice QCD can make a smote significant impact ONI the determination of V,,b. Si~r 
the r or p is light, henvy~c~unrk symmetry could ouly be usnl to relntc, say, D --t (r or p) 

Figure 6: Quark-Row diagrams lor meson semilcptonic decays. For tbe weak interactions, 
the diagram may be interpreted as a Feynman diagram The strong interactions binding 
quarks into mesons must be treated nonperturbatively, however, as indicated by the gray 
shading. The second diagram contributes only when X is an isoscalar. It is usually neglected, 
because it is difficult to calculate and because diagrams similar to Fig, 2(d) are omitted in 
the quenched approximation anyway. 



iornl f.,dors to m i (I or ,>) rorn, farlorr.~~~ hz ;~bow ril,hw models or bktticr QCD would 
bc IIFC&~ to connputr! !bc I/nc,~ - l/w” (orrwl,ions, Sl~trictly spcakiog, the cod result wo~~td 
be IV”a/vdI. it sec!IIc 111”W r‘wxlllalll<~ 1,” ,151, tilf,tiw QCD to ,:a,c~lat,e the r”rlll kt0rs 
and usr tbr ~:~p~~inwnts to dct~w~~im~ IV,.,1 iwt IV,,,1 ac:j~~r;~t.c4y. As pointed out ill Rcl. 27 
the cleanest ,~ro~~:dur~ is to usP p fioat st,al,iis wil II qz ~~cilr q,:,,,. ‘Sbc catcutatioos arc most 
relieblr at qt,.,, becaow q2 < yi,,, is obtidw< I lo* pr # 0, RIKI Whllll Jp’la - I i,hrre are 
additional laf~iw artifwt.s. Nwr ,,t,., tlw ptwc s,nws su,>,mwioo is less drastic for vector 
n,eso,~s thil:, for ,,seudoicalar ,,,w<,,,s. No mlcu,nt.io~~ of Ap” ’ (q ) with a tborougb error 
analysis is wailaldv yrt. alttmugh it seems 1,” fviwildr 10 ccxop,<~tc il calculation with 5-,0Y0 
errors hy the tirnr: cxp~rinn~~~tat data lo* dl‘/r/$ 1~1:conw availrtbk:. 

I.& us skvlch how t.bis will come alm\kt, st,wt.iug rrom t,tm rxtirnatrs of the systematic 
ooc-uliiilltiw ror I) --t lit’ll~ it* rl6 28 and 27, One o~ghl to IX able to ~~hcc ttle 10. 
20% slatistiral uorvrtili~~ty or putitistwd catculat.iow2il. 28. w 21 t 0 ‘2.5%. *t ttrilt tewt it is 
possibtr to trrat Ltw systcwatir ~~~~;~~~f.il,nfivrty. (ia 2X ilr~l 27 mnde selni~rloinltitative 
rstimatr3; otlwr pa,w1~52~. ,‘(I rclt tbilt, tbrir t;~rg~ stnt.irt~irnl onrwl,aiotirs ~nade estimates “r 
systcjnafir crrws ,m~~~at,wr~.) Tl~c prwiws 211 4fl’Z, ~~~~wrtaioty rr”,,, O(n) erects sho~~td be 
r<Ytoced to twlow ttw sl,a,irt,icitt wror, by vxtr;~,&t,iog it, IL, Tbr 5-20X oncrrtaillty owiog to 
inalwulatv knowlrdgr~ of qntark maws sl~o~~td l;ntt 1,” t,t~ Iw~l timitpd by mass c&olati”os, 
wlbirh is prw~w!~ly vrt~itnittt~fl 10 tr ?Cti’W I:i~lalty, allt~o~~gt~ v0to111c deprodr~~c is probnbly 
not a ,,1”1h”, ,,,“,l,l’lltl,l” itlld, hwr., ,,’ take on rliscwtc v~tue ill a finite ~“Iumc. A 
v~ic,.y “1 YO,IIIIIPS ~0~~ld 311nkc. i~witid3tv (!101(. VRIII(,S “r ,,, 

4.3 /I~-/~~ Afiri,,y: 1.f,RH)1/1,J2 ,!!,<I f;,/fH,(v,,I’ 

Nr~!tr;&rnrw~~ mixing is iol,w,sting 1ron1, tl~c point of vifcw of the CKM matrix, be- 
rausr it ollcra n baodlr~ “II thy third wv. Ttw r.11,~ “l Inixing is r&&d to 

A,,,,,” ld = ~ = 
Str” I 

w&(,,,;,7,rf”)] ‘/,.qcr,Q7r~~~~/le~I/,;~a~~, (4.10) 

%pt;f;n, = (it”l6,y,,(l - y+i1,,y,.(1 - #;l,lB”). (4.11) 

Sijnnilar exprvssiozls bold IoI~ ttle II, ~PS~II, sulastitulirlg a18 s quark lor the d quark throilgll~ 
OUL ‘1‘1~~ p1~~~1111b~tiv1~ QCI) factor ~1,,~~;” I~;Ls I,PPH g~o~~[,~.rt outside or the bracket “r koown 
[actors, eww though il. is knowo, bccwse Iboth r~,,,,(:,~ ;qwl 13” dq~wd 011 the renormalizatioo 
SA(1I”C, hut tt,c ,““<lUl-t r),.yc,,i3R d”<!S no,.. I?\,,.,, t~hr,,,,$ !,I,,, c.o,,~<,unrk ,nnss ml is not yet 
koown. tbc <t~,,t~wtw~: 01, it, is g,w,w<l will, ,I,(. k,,w,, r;wl.ors, l><~l.aosv it stmutd he know,, 
SOW; the runctio!l fx is kl,owo 

‘The ,xcutirlr but traditional notation UH is uw (8 I I 10r b~l.l~icv QCD calcnlations, be- 
cause f3, is then il ratio of matrix elements for wbicb w;,z~y ulwvrlainfics cancel. Although 
the nnalogoos quwtity in the kaon system rrpresc~~ts “IV 01 ll~c~ 11ws1 rclinbte lattice QCD 
calculations,3’ calculations “r /?lr are sl,ilt euplorntory,:~~ *t, l.tw 20~ 40% Iewl, there is 110 

evidence yet for a significant deviation rrolrl ttw miw c:xpwt;8t~io~~ /I” = , 
Thr de,,e,,d<wx “11 the topx,wk mass amt SOIIID ot,twr “k,ww,,” lartars, cancel i,, 

the ratio, IravinE 

(4.12) 

Hence, an experimental measurement of zd/xa together with a lattice QCD calculation of 
.fiB8/(j&E8,) determines IV,,/V,,[. As in eq. (4.4) th e uncertainty in the B-to& ratio 
should be smaller than in numerator or denominator separately.32 

4.4 Nonleptonie Decoys 

Nanleptonic decays, such as B + J/+K s or B + n+n-, receive almost all of the 
attention in discussions of CP violation. A serious obstacle to the treatment of nonteptonic 
decays is the presence of two (or more) hadrons in the final state. The technical aspect is 
the difficulty of separating the particles in the finite volume. The conceptual aspect is tbe 
determination al final-state phase shifts from purely real quantities computed in Euclidean 
field theories.33,3’ It is rigorously known35 how to determine the resonance properties of the 
p. which decays through an interaction in the QCD tlamiltonia~n. The stnmbtiog block for 
weak B decays is evidently the application of the ideas in Ref. 35 when the particle decays 
through an interaction being treated as a perturbation. Nate that these difliculties do not 
stem from the lattice cutoff, but from other features, finite volume and imaginary time, 
introduced to make the computational method tractable. Nevertheless, until these issues 
are resolved, lattice results for nonleptooic decays probably will not warrant attention from 
non-experts. 

With the lattice QCD calculations disc”sscd above, however, it will be able to deter- 
mine the angles of the tmitarity triangle. as discussed in sect. 5 

4.5 Qunlilnliuc Inforrnnlion 

An interesting qoniitativc result for the U rocso~ is its valence wave fonction. ~1,~ 
intriguing resutP” is that the wave fi0”cti”ns io tbc st,atic limit are completely consistent 
with wave rIlllctiolls of the sew-relativistic potential model with Hamiltonian 

II = &cz t- v,,(T), (4.13) 

wh~rc rn is the (reduced) uass al the light quark amI V,-(z) is Bochmiitter-Tye potential 0, 

any ot,hr!- empirical ,mtent.iilt rollsislent wit,b asymptoti<: Irrrdo~~~, linear coofioelnent, and 
quarkoniuw ,)lleilolnelrol”gy. Bccaosc of t,hc relativistic kinetic energy, the wave Iooctiolls 
arc murl~ broader than in a oonrcli~tivistic motto,, h I~RrtiCLIkIr, the trUe WilYe rilnctio,, 
SPC”lS ,,a be “1Kh t~r”nrlcr ttm those used 1~ p N nomrnotogical quark mocte,s. I 

5. FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The sl~aorlarrl model has aroon~l 20 paranwlers and, io t,he long run, precision lattice 
Qco cillcotations are ~leeded to dctern,ine half of the”, ever ~more ,,Tecise,y.3 In ,,articotar, 
properties of the B I~~SOII are ~dcd to pin d”\vo t,he rollr ,‘araoteters asso&ted with the 
CKM matrix. ,wleed, in the rtanrlnrd O~geowatiou parameteriantiao It&j, iV,al, ~,nrl IV& 
yield (to good qq~roximnt~ion) 012, 0 13, and a,,, rr.x,‘P’t~ively. Tllesc! three together wit,, IKdl 
yield l.he ,)IIRSP d respousiblc ror CP viol&n~. ttww, scndq3t,orric decays and mixing or 
the Ll mesOn, togettlel with the cntculatioos rlescribrd above, are essential to deterlninjng 
three ollt or t,he foor ciu4 ,jaralneters. 

To put an wcn filler point au t,his obsrrvat~ioo, consider the rmitarity triangle. The 
magnitudes “r ils side are I~!,~~,*,I, IV,,V;,l, 
IV,al and IV.al with snnileptooir dwxys; 

and I&V,;[. Sect. 4.2 shows how to rletermioe 
a similar terb~i~li~c ror charms decavs determines 
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B + plv -y 
,1,“,,1,:,, -7 BPz “lixing 

D-r plv P, r- B-a D/v 

P’,dY‘l 

Figure 7: The unitarity triangle and the B properties needed to determine the sides. )Vurl 
is known irom A’ --t RI” and IV,11 is known irow tlree-generation unitarity. 

)Vcn[. Sect. 4.3 sluvs IHWJ to determine IV,,/ I 
generation unitarily. (Eg. (4.10) I 

ram neutral-mrsou mixing. Now a.s~urnr three- 
a ready does so.) That implies that the thrc- sides Form a 

triangle, as shown in Fig. 7. It also implies IV,&/ = I, )V,,rl = 0.976, and IV,,1 = IV,*l; the 
latter can improve the determination oi [l&I through IV,,/&/, cl. eq. (4.12). 01 all these 
CKM matrix elements Il/.al is the most poorly koown, but the experimental and theoretical 
work of the next iew yews will improve the determination. Ouce is it precise enough, all 
three sides will be known, and, ns any child will tell you, then the angles are known too. 

Most theoretical descriptions of CP asymmetries cast them as meuuremez~ts of the 
angles LI. 0, and 7. But three-generation ooit,arit,y is oiten assumed and peoguirl cootrib”. 
tions are almost always assumed to be uoiinportaot. Usiog the calcolatioos discussed above, 
however, one need only assume three-generation uuitarity to determine 01, 0, and 7. Because 
the measurements involved all conserve CP, they will most likely be available beiore the CP 
asymmetries are. If that is indeed so, it is more accurate to say that measurements of CP 
asymmetries test the CKM theory oi Cl’ violation, t,han to say that they determine the 
CKM parameters. 
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